
Soft-landing Making Progress

Item numberDescription Status Quo Soft-landing BIS suggesting
Soft-landing Overhaul 
suggesting Co-Chairs' Observations and Recommendations

1
Max allocation/assignment for Soft-
landing Phase 1 Needs-based up to /13 Needs-based up to /18 Needs-based up to /10

The community agreed to move this from the /15 in initial 
BIS draft to needs-based up to /18

2
Max allocation/assignment for Soft-
landing Phase 2

Needs-based to 
maximum of /22 Needs-based to maximum of /22

The status quo definition of /22 maximum should be 
maintained as this is a size that caters for the needs of a 
reasonable number of AFRINIC members (using present 
statistics).

3 Strategic Reserve for unforeseen /12 from the final /8 None None

The community is largely in agreement that there is no 
justification for "unforeseen" IPv4 reservations at this point. 
Co-chairs recommend that the /12 strategic reserve for 
"unforeseen" be repurposed for "New Entrants, IPv6 
Transition, Critical Infrastructure and others". 

Specific details of the quantity of address space to be 
reserved for each sub-component shall be defined in 
separate policy proposals.

4 Strategic Reserve for transition to IPv6None /13 from the final /8 ??

The community sees reason in making provision for v6 
transition. Co-chairs propose to have this covered by the 
strategic reserve described above.

5 Starting point for Soft-landing Phase 2 final /11
/11 of non-reserved space from the 
last /8 final /13

To avoid foreseeable back and forth, the status quo Phase 
2 of the existing soft-landing policy (final non-reserved /11) 
shall be maintained.

6 New entrant provision Undefined reserve /14 from final /11 final /13

The community sees reason in making provision for new 
entrants. Co-chairs propose to have this covered by the 
repurposed strategic reserve described above.

7 Critical Infrastructure reservation

/16 for IXPs peering 
LAN, 
/16 for IXP 
management LAN /16 Undefined

Community is not particular about this as IXPs which 
appear to be the only infrastructures with agreed criticality 
have been catered for in a ratified policy. Co-chairs 
propose to have this covered by the repurposed strategic 
reserve described above (if any critical entities have been 
missed).

7.1 Entities covered by Critical infrastructure reservationUndefined

ICANN root DNS ops, ccTLDs, Geo 
gTLD, IANA RIRs (APNIC, 
AFRINIC,ARIN,RIPE NCC,LACNIC)
(IXPs not included; TLDs covered 
are limited)

Undefined

Co-chairs recommend that definition of any entities with 
reservations in the strategic reserve be covered by 
separate policy proposals.
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8 Imposition of "IPv6 before IPv4" during Soft LandingNone
How will this be measured or 
enforced? None

The community does not see this as necessary/critical 
since there is no evidence to suggest that imposition of v6 
resources will lead to deployment of v6. While it may 
appear harmless, the proponents fail to define any strategy 
for measurement or enforcement of compliance. Co-chairs 
recommend that this be put forward as a separate policy 
proposal.

In summary, the following actions are seen as achievable:

1. Update nomenclature and definition of the /12 "Strategic 
Reserve for Unforseen" so that it can be used for "New 
Entrants, IPv6 Transition requests, Critical Infrastructure 
and other needs" as may be defined by subsequent 
policies in relation to soft-landing reservations.

2. Reduce the maximum allocation in Soft-Landing Phase 
1 from /13 to /18

3. Require separate policy proposals to define entities and 
reservations to be serviced by the strategic reserve. 
Multiple proposals defining the same entities should be 
discouraged to prevent stalemated discussions.


